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For fans of Grace Helbig and Alexa Chung comes a fresh, hilariousguide to growing up your way
from social media influencer and lifestyle vlogger Arden Rose.In Almost Adulting—perfect for
budding adults, failing adults, and eaters of microwave mug brownies—Arden tells you how to
survive your future adulthood. Topics include:Making internet friends who are cool and not
murderersFlirting with someone in a way to make them think you are cool and not a
murdererBeing in an actual relationship where you talk about your feelings in a healthy
manner??? To the other person???????Eating enough proteinAssembling a somewhat
acceptable adult wardrobe when you have zero dollarsGoing on adventures without starting to
smellHow sex is supposed to feel, but, like, actually thoughBy the end of the book—a mash-up
of essays, lists, and artwork—you'll have learned not only how to dress yourself, how to travel
alone, how to talk to strangers online, and how to date strangers (in PERSON!), but also how to
pass as a real, functioning, appropriately socialized adult.



DEDICATIONThis book is for those of us who still burn the popcorn,don’t know when the electric
bill is due,and who never quite learned how to calculate the tip in theirheads. Cheers to the
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Ode to My ButtLet’s Talk About Sex Until I Make You Mildly to Extremely UncomfortableDad’s
Not Feeling Great, GuysIt’s Okay to Feel Sad. Or Happy. Or Both at the Same Exact
Time.AcknowledgmentsBack AdAbout the AuthorBooks by Arden RoseCreditsCopyrightAbout
the PublisherLET’S GET IT STARTED IN HEREWhen I was nine, adult looked like my parents.
At fourteen, adult looked like my brother studying for college exams. At age eighteen, adult
looked like women who could get into bars without fake IDs. As a twenty-one-year-old, adult has
come to mean something new and strange. Because, as it turns out, I’ve been adulting for quite
some time without even realizing it.I always thought that once you reach a particular age or
some particular milestone in life, a stranger runs up to you, slams a stack of papers into your
chest, and exclaims, “You’ve been served!” Upon closer examination, these very official
documents detail the intricacies of applying for adulthood. After several days of intense
administration, sleepless nights trying to remember your social security number, and bouts of
carpal tunnel, you’ve completed your application. You wait anxiously in line at the post office with
all the other prospective adults and then cast your entry into the abyss of the postal service
system, hoping a reassuring letter will be delivered promptly to you in response.You immediately
start thinking of all the things you could do with your very own adulthood. What kind of path-
altering confidence will you gain? It could change the very fabric of your life! One day you will
order a margarita without hastily adding the word “virgin.” You might be able to have a
conversation with your overly religious mother without profusely sweating five minutes in. You
consider all the impressive retorts you’ll be able to spew at your nosy friends when they won’t
leave you alone about your obsession with cats on Instagram. You might even be able to make a
compelling argument about the benefits of following Grumpy Cat WITHOUT STUTTERING.I
know. Right now you get the creeping suspicion that your life kinda blows, being a youth and all.
Being young and hungry and unsure isn’t as fun as promised. The word “teenager” doesn’t have
the same intrigue it had at thirteen. You envy your older friends who have their lives perfectly in
order, like a well-managed Bed Bath & Beyond. You wonder when your organizational skills and
willpower will kick in. It seems as though everyone who could be seen as adult has their life
moving along at the pace of a properly programmed machine. “Maybe that’s what it means to be
an adult,” you ponder. “Having your shit together. Yeah, that must be it!” You see older people
with jobs and cars and houses and families, and you think of the stability and poise that must
follow.All you want is entry into a club that everyone older seems to have been surreptitiously
welcomed into. You start to wonder why you haven’t been ushered into it, too. After all, your



application for adulthood was put forward weeks ago! You worry you might not have what it
takes. You think back on your recent actions. So, yes, last month, you did turn your used
underwear inside out instead of doing laundry. And then you wore that used inside-out
underwear. For three days. CRAP. How could someone with such a clear lack of self-respect and
hygiene be considered an elite adult? When you look around at the crisp shirts, company credit
cards, and family vacations, it all looks vaguely foreign and intimidating. You never should have
sent in your application in the first place!!!Adulthood must be a much tougher road than you
made it out to be in your addled little pea brain. If they’re going to make you do dishes and dust
things every now and then, what other atrocities must follow? Attending high school
acquaintances’ lackluster weddings? Downloading and subsequently subjecting your heart to
dating apps like Tinder? God forbid you have to make a doctor’s appointment over the phone.
You might have to call Dr. Wheeler for a dentist appointment BY YOURSELF???No.You begin to
regret your initial greediness. Is there anyone you can call to get your application canceled? You
are not ready for adulthood, and adulthood is not ready for you. You begin asking around, trying
to figure out at what age people usually get accepted into adulthood. Everyone seems to have a
different number. Some say twenty-one. Others say thirty. You hope it’s thirty. Yeah, you have a
good feeling about thirty. You obsessively calculate the time you have left, running your own
childlike wonder of the world down like an hourglass, the last grains of sand slipping to the
bottom. You start noticing everyone’s age. The number of child prodigies coming out of the
woodwork on the news is worrying you. Your mom sends you a video on Facebook. It’s an
interview with an eleven-year-old from Tennessee about her re-creation of the Sistine Chapel in
her family’s small southern home. It’s beautiful. It brings you to tears. Not because of the majesty
of the painting itself, but because of the lack of success you’ve had in comparison. She painted it
when she was ten. She says she’s gotten better since then. You’ve gotten better at not picking
your nose since you were ten. Each brushstroke she issues while making her latest masterpiece
(probably the fucking Mona Lisa) swipes away a fragment of your young potential. You’re left
feeling inadequate. Outdated. Used.The next day, a small envelope arrives on your doorstep.
Your name is coldly printed in plain block letters on the front. Your shaky hands pick up and hold
the letter in disbelief, denial, and dread. Is this it? Has my fate been sealed by the Big Brother–
like authorities enforcing adulthood? As you tentatively pry apart the adhesive-edged envelope,
you question how you got to this place. What could have possessed you to willingly apply to the
never-ending process of aging? You were once so bright, so alive. An abundance of wasted
potential. You probably could have been in the Olympics for gymnastics or diving. Probably. You
slowly pull the edge of a folded piece of paper from the ominous sheath. Your heart races as
your blurry vision tries to make sense of the shapes forming words on the page.OVERDUE BILL
NOTICE. If you do not submit payment for your previous parking violation, we hereby notify you
that your license will be sus—You crumple up the page and toss it into the pile of other papers
you’ve been willfully avoiding. You promise yourself that tomorrow will be your admin day, in
which you’ll snap into an organizational robot. How forward-thinking of you! You silently give



yourself a pat on the back even though you hadn’t done anything yet.You make your way into the
kitchen, searching the pantry for an appropriate meal to help you forget about the parking ticket.
You spy a half-stale box of Double Stuf Oreos. You consider grabbing a plate to partition a
reasonable portion of cookies, then scoff at the thought. As if you have any semblance of self-
control. You take your dinner and swaddle yourself in blankets on the living room couch. Gorging
on your meal of choice, you flick through the latest array of movies on Netflix. Your nightly ritual
commences: Eat. Watch. Sleep.You’re not a sad case. You’re just a human being with a basic
need to relax after a long day. You look around and notice that your plants are getting a bit wilt-y.
But you know you can wait a good two more days before things get to the point of no return.
You’ve killed more plants than you can count and have finally resigned yourself to a succulents-
only lifestyle. One day a mysterious white fuzz is going to creep up on your cactus. You will, as
you always do, watch in detachment as the poor thing is devoured over a month of agony. You
will buy a new cactus the next day in a bright-blue pot.And that, right there, is the moment.
Without being conscious of it, you are an adult. You’ve been adulting all along. You might not feel
any different than when you were thirteen and footloose and fancy free, but you are. You have
responsibilities now—even if you actively ignore them constantly. You are relied upon to be a real
human and do real human things, and if that isn’t the definition of adulting, my life is a lie.In the
pages that follow, I’m going to attempt to validate you. We’re going to discuss sex, romance, feng
shui-ing your living space, and all things in between. By the end, I want you to feel like the
wonderful, capable goddess you are. Being an adult isn’t as scary and intimidating as it seems.
You’ve probably been a full-blown grown-up for a while without realizing it. Now we can just
finesse your individuality and figure out what makes you the interesting son of a bitch that
everyone wants to get to know. So let’s do this thing, reader. Let’s figure out what almost adulting
means to you.Let’s not forget that everything you read in this book is from my perspective. Your
opinion about sex or interior decorating might be different from mine. That’s totally fine and
dandy, and I actively encourage you to question my own thoughts and feelings toward life. So sit
back, grab a large mug of tea, and let’s get into it!THE THINGS YOU ABSOLUTELY MOST
DEFINITELY NEED TO KNOW ABOUT BEING AN ADULTAdulting can be an arduous journey to
undertake, and there are several things you’re going to need in order to navigate these murky
waters. Obviously you need to go buy toilet paper and always have trash bags (Ebook Tops
Prime is going to be your new best friend), but there’s so much more to being adequately
prepared for adulthood. First and foremost, learn how to use a washing machine. I have no
patience for people unable to use either a dishwasher or a washing machine. THE BUTTONS
ARE SO SELF-EXPLANATORY. Also, have you ever just, I don’t know, problem-solved for once
and done something for yourself? I’ve been doing my own laundry since I was twelve. Granted I
had a medium-sized family that required an “every man for himself” mentality, but c’mon. I’d say
the majority of offenders in this particular domestic realm are guys, but I’ve seen some girls
really screw the pooch when it comes to separating lace and things with aggressive zippers.
Honey, it’s called a lingerie bag. Get one! Your non-holey underwear will thank you!I don’t mean



to be hypercritical. This is supposed to be a safe space for those who want to learn in a
nonjudgmental environment. But get your damn domestic god and goddess on, people.
Embrace cleaning and chores because they are your new reality! Don’t make it something that
drags you down, just get it done. Do the stuff you hate first. I HATE doing the dishes. Hate it. Hell
is an endless stream of soggy food remnants, crusty yet oozy at the same time, sticking to dish
after dish while I inhale the smell of sour milk in forgotten cereal bowls and day-old chili. Oily
separation swirls above a sea of emulsified beans as I scrape and wash and pray to all the gods
that there won’t be another dish after this one. But nay, it continues, the never-ending deluge of
filth that I have wrought on myself. God, I hate dishes. But they must be done, so I’ve learned to
breathe through my mouth, put on some Beyoncé, and get on with the damn thing.That’s one
lesson real life teaches you. Most of the people who seem like they have their lives in order are
also the people who are great at doing things they don’t want to do. That’s why teachers giving
you busywork isn’t such a terrible thing. Let me explain before I alienate a large group of you all
at once. So much of schoolwork is doing something you don’t want to do, on a deadline you
don’t want to make. But you do it anyway. You do the homework, you make the grade, and then it
happens again and again until you have a degree in second-century Roman history and a
mountain of student debt. But hey! You learned something! And not just how to tie a toga (not
sure what else you would learn in second-century Roman history), but something so much more
important than that: how to do things that aren’t fun.Our modern world tells us that “having fun” is
what makes us happy. That traveling, seeing the world, eating the best food, and having sex with
the hottest bodies is going to make us content. This is simply not true. I know many privileged
people who travel the world constantly, “having fun” in various amazing locations that we simple
folk could only DREAM of. But more often than not, these people are never joyful. Having what
you want all the time is a hidden curse. You end up spending your days chasing the best things,
only to have the most breathtaking experiences feel . . . meh. There’s no balance to make the
pleasure enjoyable. You didn’t work for it. The release and joy that come from luxury are only felt
when you earned it. Ask any spoiled rich kid riding on a golden hoverboard about his trip to Bora-
Bora last summer and you’ll probably hear the same thing every time: “It was all right. The
masseuse wasn’t as great as the one in Saint-Tropez. And there weren’t as many topless ladies.”
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summerwoods10, “Arden Rose is a happy, honest, and amazing author. She has a very specific
style that I loved and I wish there was more to read!. This book I found to be incredibly peaceful
and giddy, Arden intentionally made this book in a way to make people laugh. She mixed tips in
with her own experiences and I really loved the way she took the time to express her different
ideas about happiness. I am a subcriber to Arden on Youtube, but even if I did not watch her I
would still love it. She put amazing dedication into the cover and the style, that makes me laugh
because the tiny pictures represent Adult life. She did a really great job expressing how to love
and be yourself, without being hypocritical and not doing it herself. Because every aspect of this
book is Arden and I'm overjoyed with the outcome of it. Cherishing this book.”

Lola, “Well done and done very well!. I've been watching Arden Rose on YouTube FOR YEARS!
So, I didn't want "Almost Adulting" to be an annoying waste of time. And it wasn't. Guys, IT
WASN'T!I find for the coming of age teenager in the USA right now (and the rest of the world,
why not) the book might be full of insights and solid ADULT advice (especially loved the chapter
about... ah... relationships between a girl and a boy, you go girl!).Beware the target market, but
this book can seriously be a gem for all the teenage girls out there (or late/early bloomers, or
guys, or even adults because advice on the quarrels between partners is pretty spot on!).
Especially loved: top tips for not giving a shit and things not to do in any domestic row. The girl
gives some solid advice. Well done!Good beach read, too!”

A. Keating, “Great read. Bought as a present for my daughter who really enjoyed reading this
book.”

Steph Honey, “Great gift. Bought this as a gift. They loved it.”

Cibele Porto, “Four Stars. fun read whilst on holidays!”

The book by Arden Rose has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 594 people have provided feedback.
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